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Albanian local election only 19% voters.
Won the people over the political class

chicago, 30.06.2019, 21:47 Time

USPA NEWS - Today in Albania were held the local power councils in 61 municipalities across the country. All opposition of the
Democratic bloc for not holding them for the reasons of manipulation in years of electoral elections in Albania, and in support of a
decree of the Albanian president were held under a police terror and pressure on municipal administrations to vote despite the fact that
people scoop no option except a name on the ballot paper. About 3.5 million voters across the country voted about 18% of them where
they are not known still the fate of the ballots that are in the box.  

Today in Albania were held the local power councils in 61 municipalities across the country. All opposition of the Democratic bloc for
not holding them for the reasons of manipulation in years of electoral elections in Albania, and in support of a decree of the Albanian
president were held under a police terror and pressure on municipal administrations to vote despite the fact that people scoop no
option except a name on the ballot paper. About 3.5 million voters across the country voted about 18% of them where they are not
known still the fate of the ballots that are in the box. The opposition shows that the percentage was about 15%, while the government
block declares 19%, whichever comes out of the central quotient that is broken and incorrect with its rights and obligations being
delayed to declare at least the percentage of votes. The show stated that although it was only one party, only one candidate, the ruling
party again tried to manipulate and buy votes to enable growth in percentage of these half-voters. Finally, this participation showed a
political and civic maturity of the entire population in Albania. Now the time has come for the citizen to be attentive and not just
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